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India has a rich heritage of languages. Languages be it in the form of of 

pictographic design, alphabets or words, the medium of expression of sense and 

enrichment played a pre dominant role to bring out cultural essence. Inheritance, 

rejection, modification and adaptation of both colloquial and religious speeches 

have enriched the Indian languages from time immemorial. Later the 

development of the rishis or able literature scholars has helped to adorn the 

Sanskrit and related languages. The Proto-Indo-Aryan language is true prime 

language of India followed by old Indo-Aryan, covering Vedic Sanskrit, Classical 

Sanskrit, Middle Indo-Aryan of Prakrit, Pali and Dravidian. 

Breif History of Origin: Sanskrit is a fine language transcended the barriers be it 

regional or international in nature. At the same time, Tamil-Brahmi Inscriptions 

constitutes one of the oldest languages as it prevailed in the age of 300BCE-

300CE, through the Sangam Ages In the Ancient Southern India. 

Vedic language, Classical language Sanskrit and Prakrit are not identical but in 

some way connected. Vedic language is clearly linked with the Prakrit than the 

Sanskrit, but one may prove that Prakrit was not the direct lineal descended of 

Vedic language. Prakrit and Pali were regarded as colloquial languages. 

 

Rigvedic language and Sanskrit:  Harappa scripts are not yet deciphered and 

Sanskrit, is definitely Post-Harappan, which came into existence during Vedic 

period. The rigvedic education was transmitted from generation to generation 

through regular systematic recitation through prescribed format of prononciation 

and memorization and do the Vedas are known as ‘Shruti’(listening). Rigveda is 

therefore, primitive and ancient most religious book. Vedic language gradually led 

to the formation of Middle-Indo-Aryan languages. Sanskrit language in some way 

holds the cultural pillar and transcends cultural essence of a country. 



Rigvedic language (c15oo-900NCE) to Sanskrit Language 

Vedic language is often considered as the sacred language and had gained 

Sanskrit shape with many transformations through constant discussions among 

the educated- 

R.Jakenfoff, “languages change gradually over time, sometimes dur to changes in 

culture and fashion, sometimes in response to contact with other languages. But 

the basic architecture and expressive power of language status the same.” 

Division of Sanskrit Language:  

1. Vedic Period: Ramayana, Mahabharata, Puranas(religious). 

2. Classical language: (Non-religious) Kavya, natak, and prose , medicine, law, 

astronomy and mathematics etc. 

Chief Characteristics: 

1. Rigid Rules: Fine examples of this characteristic is in the great gramer of 

Sanskrit of Panini,I.e, 'The Adhtdyayi'(600BCE-400BCE), which laid the 

foundation stone in the field of Sanskrit language providing framework of 

rules for standard Sanskrit. A.L.Basham wrote, “Panini’s gramer is one of 

the greatest intellectual achievements of any ancient civilization and the 

most detailed and scientific grammer….” 

2. Epic Poetry (Mahakavya): The tallest figure in the sphere of epic poetry is 

Kalidas (380AD-415AD), with two epics 'Kumarsambhav’(the birth of 

Kumar), and ‘Raghuvansh’(the Dynasty of rajputs). In the Kavya tradition 

more care is bestowed on the form, such as the style, figure of speech, 

conceits, descriptions. Thus, the theme story was pushed back. The 

purpose of the Kavya was to bring out the efficacy of religious and cultural 

way of life without flouting any ethical norms. Other examples: Bharvi 

wrote 'Kiratarjuniyam'(kirat and Arjun), Magha (65-700AD) wrote 

‘Sidupslwadh'(the killing of Shishupal). Shri Harsha,Bhatti etc, were some 

other renowned poets. 

3. Nataka (drama): The purpose of Kavya and Nataka was to offer the reader 

and spectator a diversion from normal tensed life to entertainment and 

relaxation through Kavya and Nataka. Dreams had the qualities of both 

prose and poetry. Sanskrit drama revealed that man's journey was 



complete when he moved from attachment to non-attachment. 

Performance, theater hall, acting, gestures, rasa, stage direction were all 

given in the first book on Dramaturgy,'Nstyashastra', by Bharata (1stBCE-1st 

ADE) . Kalidas, the most distinguished dramatists also, his plays-

'Malvikagnimitra'(Malvika and Agnimitra) and 'Abhigyan Shakuntalam'(the 

recognition of Shakuntala), all are unparalleled. ‘The Mrichakatika'(The clay 

cart) by Sudraka,(248AD), was a social drama of realism, social characters 

are theives, Gambler, Rogers, courtesans, police, mendicants, politicians.13 

plays of Bhasa (4thBCE-2AD), which were discovered at the beginning of 

20thc. These plays are accepted as the most stagable plays of Sanskrit 

theatre. Swapnawasavdatta, (Vasavdatta in dream), share the playwright 

has displayed his skill of characterisation. Bhavbhuti (700.AD), another 

dramatist known for Uttar-Ramcharitam,(The later life of Rama), which 

contains a play within it in the last act of a love of exquisite tenderness. 

4. Lyrical Ballads (Kavya): Sanskrit literature is replete with lyrical poetry-a 

fusion of erotic and religious sentiments. Kalidas’s Meghduta' (the cloud 

Messenger), the cloud tells the story as a messenger of two lovers, who are 

separated. 

Jayadeva (12thcAD), is the last great name of Sanskrit poetry who wrote 

'Gitgovinda' (the song of Govinda), to describe every phase of love between 

Krishna and Radha-longing, jealousy, hope, disappointment, anger, 

reconciliation and fruition-the picturesque lyrical language. The songs 

displays human love. 

5. Story and simple prose: famous fables of “Panchtantra”(five chapters), 

dealing with politics and practical wisdom, was written by Vishnu Sharma, 

and 'Hitopdesha' by Narayan Pandit, where the stories are about bird, 

animal-human, and non-human stories of advice for the benefits of 

listeners were written. They are there masterpieces which became popular 

among foreign lands, too. 

Sakas of Ujjain, was the first notable Dynasty to use Sanskrit and earliest 

written document was Girnar Inscription of King Rudradaman in Saurashtra. 

Many Indian dialects along with Sanskrit have changed due to inclusion 

with time. “ It has long been universally accepted that Sanskrit is a remote 

cousin of all the languages of Europe, with the exception of 

Finish,Estonia,Hungarian,Turkish and Basque.” (A.L. Basham) 



 


